Spotlight

Partnering for Success

Cloud Deployment
for the Modern P&C
Insurer
“Cloud is the future for insurance. It would be difficult
to envision a competitive carrier without a cloud
presence even a year or two from now. However, the
migration to the cloud requires significant thought,
planning, time and resources.” – “How Insurance is
Riding the Cloud for Rapid New Growth,” eWeek, March
28, 2019.

Seeking a Competitive Advantage
Property & casualty (P&C) insurers aim to gain
a competitive advantage and reduce significant
amounts of IT spending used to maintain legacy
systems, while bringing new products to market
faster and more affordably. The obvious approach for
those who haven’t already made the jump is a shift
to cloud-based software solutions that can leverage
on-demand hardware, software and human resources,
and even offer pay-as-you-go pricing models.
Even P&C carriers that have already switched to
the cloud should check that they are working with
a single software vendor who is offering the whole
package. The most effective outcome will result
from a comprehensive, fully integrated, cloud-based,
software as a service (SaaS) offering.

Sapiens’ P&C Cloud Deployment
Sapiens offers full cloud deployment for Sapiens
CoreSuite for Property & Casualty, which is
comprised of three fully integrated, yet standalone,
components – policy, billing and claims – to help P&C
carriers meet and exceed today’s requirements, while
preparing them for the future.
Carriers can harness Sapiens’ end-to-end, cloudbased P&C insurance CoreSuite, along with its
complementary digital solutions, while reaping all the
benefits of the cloud.
Sapiens P&C CoreSuite provide a fully configurable
environment and business-user oriented tools.

Our cloud deployment includes a robust and fully
integrated agency and commission management
system to support complex hierarchies and
commission structures.
Sapiens has partnered with all the leading cloud
providers to offer Sapiens CoreSuite for Property &
Casualty and accompanying services over private and
public clouds. Sapiens’ cloud deployment includes
full infrastructure for operations, plus the option of
choosing cloud-related managed services delivered by
Sapiens’ highly experienced professional services
team. The cloud and managed services proposition
are accompanied by an affordable pricing scheme.
Sapiens CoreSuite over the cloud runs with a flexible,
SaaS pricing model and is vendor-agnostic. This
starts at point-of-sale and covers the entire insurance
lifecycle. Sapiens’ cloud capabilities support
tactical product launches within months.
Sapiens’ cloud deployment methodology supports
pre-integration with some of the industry’s leading
third-party packaged solutions. We offer complete
system integration and project management services
to provide insurers with a single URL to access a
fully integrated solution. Sapiens can leverage our
partnerships, or integrate with the insurer’s enterprise,
or preferred third-party solutions.

Business Benefits

•
•
•
•
•

Security
Enhanced scalability & elasticity
Cost reduction
Improved customer engagement
Single focal point

Learn More
For more information on how cloud deployment of
Sapiens CoreSuite for Property & Casualty can help
you transform your business, please contact us:
info.sapiens@sapiens.com

